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The ectoparasitic mite Varroa destructor has transformed the previously inconsequential Deformed
Wing Virus (DWV) into the most important honey bee viral pathogen responsible for the death of
millions of colonies worldwide. Naturally, DWV persists as a low level covert infection transmitted
between nestmates. It has long been speculated that Varroa via immunosuppression of the bees,
activate a covert infection into an overt one. Here we show that despite Varroa feeding on a population
of 20–40 colonies for over 30 years on the remote island of Fernando de Noronha, Brazil no such
activation has occurred and DWV loads have remained at borderline levels of detection. This supports
the alternative theory that for a new vector borne viral transmission cycle to start, an outbreak of an
overt infection must first occur within the host. Therefore, we predict that this honey bee population is a
ticking time-bomb, protected by its isolated position and small population size. This unique association
between mite and bee persists due to the evolution of low Varroa reproduction rates. So the population
is not adapted to tolerate Varroa and DWV, rather the viral quasispecies has simply not yet evolved the
necessary mutations to produce a virulent variant.

The ecto-parasitic Varroa destructor mite in combination with its associated viruses, most notably Deformed
Wing Virus (DWV) has been associated with the death of millions of European honey bee colonies (Apis mellifera)
across the world1,2. The Varroa mite, initially a pest of the Asian honey bee (Apis cerana) jumped the species barrier in the 1950s and subsequently spread around the world facilitated by modern beekeeping practices3,4, where
it has changed the viral landscape in honey bee populations by transforming DWV from a relatively harmless
pathogen present in low prevalence and titre to a deadly virus now present in large amounts in virtually every
Varroa infested colony in the world1,5,6.
In the absence of DWV, a very large mite population are required to kill a mature honey bee colony7 due to
haemolymph removal during feeding. Since healthy colonies in South Africa have been reported to regularly
maintain mite populations of 30,000–50,0008. Whereas, in the presence of DWV the number of mites needed to
kill a mature colony becomes vastly reduced to just a couple of thousand mites6,9,10. This is due to the premature
death of both developing honey bee brood11 and adult bees12 that become infected with DWV via the feeding
activities of Varroa11. This causes the colony to enter a downward spiral of bee losses, ultimately resulting in the
collapse of the colony. However, colony losses only start to occur several years after the mites’ arrival. During this
period both DWV prevalence and load increase accompanied with a loss of viral diversity5,13. However, the mite’s
initial role in DWV transmission and amplification in the bee remains conjecture. The two main theories are; the
mite’s feeding activity activates covert virus within the host14–17 or the mite has to encounter and feed on a bee
(adult or brood) which is suffering from an overt infection. This allows the feeding mite to become infected with
sufficient DWV particles (including virulent variants) that allows the infection to be passed to another bee, thus
establishing a new viral transmission route1. These two theories still persist as it is exceedingly difficult for studies
to separate out the effects of the bee, mite or virus, since bees or mites cannot be easily reared in large numbers on
artificial media to ensure they are guaranteed 100% viral free.
It is now well established that Varroa has transformed DWV from an inconsequential virus to the most important honey bee viral pathogen but the nature of the interaction is still the subject of much contention. Under
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Der forekommer deform vingvirus på øen,
men små mængder

Figure 2. Geneious alignment of a 95 bp fragment amplified from all positive honey
aligned to DWV type A (pink). DWV types B (blue) and C (yellow) are also shown.
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Konklusion
• Varroa er et problem på øen
• Deform vingevirus (DWV) er mindre skadelige
end andre steder

• Årsagen til bitab er altså tæt knyttet til DWV
• Øens 350 km afstand til fastland beskytter
- Varroa på Anholt i 2019, kun 2 bifamilier i live

Varroasyge
• Varroa forårsager skader på bierne
• Deform vingevirus spredes af varroa

bifamilierne svinder ind i løbet af foråret

• Akut biparalysevirus spredes af varroa
bifamilierne er tit døde ved oxalsyre

• Uanset, bør bekæmpelsesstrategi revurderes

Varroasyge fortsat
• “Gjort som jeg plejer, det plejer at virke!”
• Hvilke faktorer mangler vi kontrol over?
• Klima forandringer
• Trækforhold især pollen
• Smitte fra omgivelserne
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The association between the deformed wing virus and the parasitic mite
Varroa destructor has been identified as a major cause of worldwide honeybee colony losses. The mite acts as a vector of the viral pathogen and can
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Figure 2. Increased feeding by Varroa mite as well as increased subtraction
of haemolymph cause increased DWV infection in bees. (a) Viral load, as the
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Varroa påvirker virus
i bier, flere mider øger
mængden af virus kopier
i nogle bier, men ikke altid
Få bier, med mange virus
Mange bier, med lidt virus
3. Discussion
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(b)

one mite

This quantity of haemolymph is consistent with the amount
that a mite can subtract in about 1 day [25,26] and probably
insufficient to trigger a metabolic syndrome related to nutrient
subtraction. At this time point (i.e. 4 days after bleeding), a significant decrease in the expression of Dorsal 1A, a gene encoding
a protein in the NF-kB family, indicating an active immune suppression by the DWV [9], was observed in the bees belonging to
the experimental groups which had haemolymph removed
(electronic supplementary material, figure S10; Mann–Whitney
U ¼ 65, n1 ¼ 20, n2 ¼ 20, p , 0.001).
Four days later, the viral infection was similar to control
in all experimental groups apart from the one which had
2 ml of haemolymph removed (electronic supplementary
material, figure S11). This is consistent with the long-term
immune suppression and related unbounded viral replication
ensuing after a critical threshold of viral titre is surpassed, as
predicted by our model [9].
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Fjernelse
af hæmolymfe
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
higher viral load observed in bees infested by the Varroa
giver
flere
bier
med
mite. However,
the predictions
of those
models aremeget
not supported consistently across experiments, including the ones
performed here.
In this study,
we propose
a micro-ecological
virus,
men
der
vedbliver
model based on the destabilization of virus population and
effectors by
the removal
of haemolymph;
this
mechatimmune
være
bier
med
få
virus
anism, which is strongly supported by our results, is not
mutually exclusive to the previous models, but complements
them well.
DWV prevalence in uninfested bees (i.e. 80%) is consistent
with available data about DWV infection in honeybee eggs
and larval food [29 –31] and clearly indicates that trans-ovarial and trans-stadial transmission, as well as viral acquisition
by feeding upon contaminated food during the pre-imaginal

Volterras model
• Fjernes store rovfisk i en sø ved fiskeri

øges mængden af deres bytte - flere små fisk

• Varroamiden fjerner hæmolymfe fra bierne
• Derved mindskes mængden af hæmocyter
(blodceller) i cirkulation

• Hæmocyternes funktion er at opfange virus

Hvis balancen forstyrres kan virus opformeres

viruses

viruses
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1. The ‘Damocles Sword’ of Honey Bees: Viral Infections and Colony Losses

Beekeeping, in its long-lasting history, has gone through several crises, which caused either great
concern or notable damage [1]. In some case, they remained for long time as mysterious accidents,
which were unraveled only after the puzzling problems behind these events were properly addressed [2].
The latest and not yet resolved crisis has had a relevant negative impact on the world of managed
bees in the last decade and can certainly be regarded as one of the most problematic. It is associated
with a new syndrome reported both in North America and many other countries in the Northern
hemisphere [3,4], generating a dramatic scenario of problematic diagnosis [5]. This stimulated an
unprecedented research effort aiming to unravel the possible causes of this phenomenon, that has
generated a remarkable body of knowledge, roughly summarized as follows: (i) a 20–30% colony
losses are regularly registered over the autumn–winter period in most countries of the Northern
hemisphere [3,4]; (ii) no single cause can be claimed as responsible for this phenomenon but a number
of stress factors are involved [6,7], among which bee viruses and, in particular, the deformed wing
virus (DWV), seem to play a major role [8–10].
The dramatic impact of DWV infections, often leading to colony collapse, is not the consequence
of a biological invasion by an aggressive novel pathogen, just starting a co-evolutionary arm-race with
local bees. Indeed, DWV has long been endemically present as a harmless pathogen, able to develop
asymptomatic covert infections [11]. The limited acute effects of DWV infections have favored its
capillary spread to virtually all honey bee colonies, dramatically fostered by the vectoring activity

Abstract: Any attempt to outline a logical framework in which to interpret the honey bee health
decline and its contribution to elevated colony losses should recognize the importance of the
multifactorial nature of the responsible syndrome and provide a functional model as a basis for
defining and testing working hypotheses. We propose that covert infections by deformed wing virus
(DWV) represent a sword of Damocles permanently threatening the survival of honey bee colonies
and suggest that any factor affecting the honey bee’s antiviral defenses can turn this pathogen into a
killer. Here we discuss the available experimental evidence in the framework of a model based on
honey bee immune competence as affected by multiple stress factors that is proposed as a conceptual
tool for analyzing bee mortality and its underlying mechanisms.
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Varroasyge konklusion
• Vi mister bier, især på grund af varroa og virus
• Forskes ivrigt i deform vingevirus

(18500 artikler finder google scholar)

• Akut biparalysevirus (10600 artikler)
• Varroa (32000), Varroa destructor (13900)
Varroa jacobsonii (12300)

• Honningbiers immunitet (28800), Neonics (9140)
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Table 2 Genes undergoing positive selection or duplication, that have been implicated in tolerance to external stressors and
stimuli
V. destructor (Vdes_3.0)
Annotated gene under
positive selection
Stress from in-hive temperature
Heat Shock 70 Kda protein-like123
Nutrition
Guanine metabolism124
Detoxiﬁcation
Glutathione-S-transferase80
Sodium channel related125
Transmembrane proteins
G-protein coupled receptors
Esterases126
GABA-gated ion channels127
ATP-binding cassette gene
family128
Molting and reproduction
Ecdysteroids pathway with
cytochrome P45045
Cuticular protein
Nutrition and reproduction
Fatty acid metabolism118,129,130
Chemosensory receptors
Sensory neuron membrane
protein
Ionotropic glutamate receptor

V. jacobsoni (Vjacob_1.0)
Annotated gene
undergoing duplication

Annotated gene under
positive selection

Annotated gene
undergoing duplication

6
1
4
3
1
2
1
1

1
2
4

2

2

2

3
2

4

1

3
1
1

1

Research on Acari and V. destructor, in particular, has identiﬁed a large number of genes involved in stress and detoxiﬁcation (possibly leading to acaricide resistance), nutrition, reproduction and
chemosensing in interaction with the host. Intriguingly, many of these genes appear to be under ancestral positive selection, as V. jacobsoni has not been extensively targeted by acaricides on A. mellifera,
and most of the evolutionary history captured by positive selection analyses occurred in A. cerana, given that coevolution with A. mellifera is a relatively recent evolutionary phenomenon, particularly for V.
jacobsoni.

they were mistakenly considered the same species30. Their host

hosts/conditions or competitive exclusion, both mites have been

Varroa tilpasser sig
• Varroa destructor der har levet længe på Apis
mellifera bier klare sig ikke godt på A cerana

• Evolution sker hurtigt, når man finder ny vært
• Tolerance for bekæmpelsesmidler findes
• Det kan ses i midernes genom
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